
Crayondata offers -Terms and Conditions 

 

The terms and conditions pertaining to the redemption of the 15 Cryondata offers are listed 

below: 

1. Anotah 

Get exclusive offers on Anotah 

 The offer is valid upto 2024-10-13 

 The offer is valid for Beauty, Fashion, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

2. Bloomingdales 

Get exclusive offers on Bloomingdales 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Beauty, Fashion, Baby & Kids, Home, Kitchen & Garden, 

Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

 



 

3. Faces 

Get exclusive offers on Faces 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Beauty, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

4. Fairyseason 

Get exclusive offers on Fairyseason 

 The offer is valid upto 2022-01-31 

 The offer is valid for Accessories & Bags, only 

 The offer is applicable for Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

5. Fila 

Get exclusive offers on Fila 

 The offer is valid upto 2022-06-05 

 The offer is valid for , Computers & Electronics only 

 The offer is applicable for Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 



 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

6. Fordeal 

Get exclusive offers on Fordeal 

 The offer is valid upto 2022-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Auto & Moto Goods, Accessories & Bags, Homeware, , Gifts 

& Flowers, Outdoor Clothing & Equipment, Marketplaces including Chinese 

Stores, Computers & Electronics, Sports & Recreation, Watches & Jewelry only 

 The offer is applicable for Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

7. Gap 

Get exclusive offers on Gap 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Fashion, Baby & Kids, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 



 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

8. Geekbuying 

Get exclusive offers on Geekbuying 

 The offer is valid upto 2022-06-05 

 The offer is valid for , Computers & Electronics only 

 The offer is applicable for Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

 

9. H&M 

Get exclusive offers on H&M 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-10-16 

 The offer is valid for Fashion, Baby & Kids, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 



10. Lacoste 

Get exclusive offers on Lacoste 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-01-26 

 The offer is valid for Fashion, Baby & Kids, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

11. Newchic 

Get exclusive offers on Newchic 

 The offer is valid upto 2022-04-30 

 The offer is valid for Accessories & Bags, , Shoes, Clothing only 

 The offer is applicable for Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

 

12. Pottery Barrn Kids 

Get exclusive offers on Pottery Barn Kids 

 The offer is valid upto 2041-12-02 

 The offer is valid for Home & Garden only 

 The offer is applicable for selective devices 

 The offer is valid on new users only 



 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

13. Tommy Hilfiger 

Get exclusive offers on Tommy Hilfiger 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Fashion, Coupon Offers only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on all users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 

 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the 

offer link the discount will be applied. 

 

14. Ubuy 

Get exclusive offers on Ubuy 

 The offer is valid upto 2040-12-31 

 The offer is valid for Marketing only 

 The offer is applicable for Mobile, Desktop / Web 

 The offer is valid on new users only 

 The offer is applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 The offer is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 



 The coupon will be auto applied on the merchant website and only using the offer 

link the discount will be applied. 

 

15. Voga Closet 

Get upto 22% discount on Voga Closet. 

 The offer is valid upto 2023-12-12   

 The offer is valid for Fashion, Coupon Offers only                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 The offer is applicable for selective devices 

 The offer is valid on selective users only 

 Coupons are applicable for Axis Bank card users only 

 Coupon is applicable at online 

 Accidental Loss of coupon shall not be covered  

 Coupons are not transferable  

 Coupons cannot be replaced if emails are deleted by the claimant 

 Customer is redirected to third party website. Terms of third party website will be 

applicable on the shopping experience 

 The offer is applicable on select categories/products ONLY 


